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OUTLOOK
Short term outlook
▪

Current US-Iran tensions have led to an observable increase in US threat reporting in recent weeks suggesting
the possibility of attacks against US interests in Iraq. In response, the US Embassy announced a decision to
withdraw non-essential diplomatic staff from the country and a number of diplomatic missions to increase their
security posture in Baghdad. A rocket attack targeting the International Zone on May 19 was most likely carried
out by a rogue militia faction with ties to Iran and is consistent with standing patterns of Shia militia activity in
Baghdad and the southern region at times of heightened political tensions. Rocket attacks against the IZ are
not unprecedented however the threat of further attacks from Iran-aligned militia elements, including kidnap
and rocket attacks, is assessed as credible in the event of further escalation. On the morning on May 23, the
US State Department Overseas Security Advisory Council (OSAC) issued an alert stating that ‘as of mid-May
2019, U.S. citizens in Baghdad, Basrah, Wasit, and Maysan Provinces, Iraq, may be the targets of kidnapping
operations. Additionally, employees of U.S.-owned security companies headquarters in these areas could also
be targets.’ In light of known threat indications and tensions between US and Iran, the current situation should
be monitored closely, and commercial operations should be conducted with heightened vigilance.

▪

Although defeated militarily, IS continues to pose a serious and long-term security challenge, especially in the
northern provinces and Anbar, where high levels of asymmetric activity continues. The suicide vest attack in
Sadr City on May 09 also underlines the continuing threat posed by IS cells in Baghdad City who retain intent
to escalate operations, especially during the Ramadan period. Absent a significant escalation in IS activity, the
attack is not assessed to change the security situation in the capital, but a heightened security posture can be
expected for the remaining of the holy month. As always, religious and cultural sensitivities will also increase
during the period.

▪

One lane along the 14th of July street remains open for public access into the International Zone between
1700hrs and 1030hrs daily. Additional 24-hour periods of public transit will be allowed on weekends and bank
holidays. Weekend opening will run from 1700hrs on Thursdays through to 1030hrs on Sundays. On April 28,
a spokesperson for PM Mahdi’s office said ISF are in the final stages of preparing the opening of the IZ for
24hrs which is expected to take place in early May.

Medium to long term outlook
▪

Sectarian violence can be expected to continue in areas of Northern Iraq which remain permissive to IS
operations, including Nineveh, Salah al-Din, Diyala and southwestern Kirkuk. Attacks will continue to target
security checkpoints and outpost, especially in Sunni dominated areas controlled by Shia dominated security
forces.

▪ Islamic State activity will continue to dominate security reporting with focus on the potential resurgence of an
insurgent campaign in northern and western Iraq. Despite ongoing ISF efforts to clear remaining IS pockets,
the group retains a degree of freedom of movement in the desert regions of Anbar, near the Syrian border, and
along the Hamrin Mountains.
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS
IDF attack targeted International Zone
One round of IDF (most likely involving a 107mm rocket) impacted inside the International Zone (IZ) at
approximately 20:30hrs on May 19, without causing any casualties. The location of the impact is subject to
conflicting reporting, but most reports indicate that the rocket landed near the Zawra park, in the northern area of
the IZ.

US to send additional troops to the Middle East
Acting Defence Secretary Patrick Shanahan announced the deployment of an additional 1.500 US troops to the
region in order to “counter the ongoing threat posed by Iranian forces.” Separately, the director of the Joint Staff,
Rear Admiral Michael Gilday, said US intelligence strongly suggested Iran were behind the attacks on oil tankers
in the Persian Gulf earlier this month and that the attacks were likely authorised by the highest level of Iranian
leadership.

US Senate confirms new ambassador to Iraq
The US Senate confirmed Matthew Tueller, President Trump’s nominee, as the new US Ambassador to Iraq, filling
a post that has been vacant since 2018. Tueller, who is a former ambassador to Yemen and held diplomatic
positions in Iraq between 2007 and 2008, advocated in his testimony before the Senate for more US engagement
in Iraq to combat the persistent threat from IS and to counter Iranian influence.
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OVERVIEW
Political & Security Overview
IDF attack targeted International Zone
One round of IDF (most likely involving a 107mm rocket) impacted inside the International Zone (IZ) at
approximately 20:30hrs on May 19, without causing any casualties. The location of the impact is subject to
conflicting reporting, but most reports indicate that the rocket landed near the Zawra park, in the northern area of
the IZ. This is corroborated by local reports from witnesses nearby. The point of origin is also subject to conflicting
accounts. According to the Baghdad Operations Command, a Katyusha rocket launcher was found in the vicinity
of the Technological University, by the Muhammed Qassim Highway in eastern Baghdad. Brigadier General Yahia
Razool, spokesperson for the joint operations command, said in a later statement that the rocket was fired from
east Baghdad without adding any details. Some of the main PMU factions denounced the attack with the
Hezbollah Brigades issuing a statement saying the attacks were ‘unjustified’ and ‘not in the public interest’. In a
similar statement on twitter, Asaib Ahl al-Haq leader Qais al-Khazali said a war would ‘not be in the interest’ of
either Iran or the US and, in an explicit reference to Israel, cautioned against those who are attempting to find a
pretext for war to damage Iraq. Badr leader Hadi al-Ameri issued an almost exact same statement saying Iran
and the US ‘does not want war’ and rejecting any attempts to ignite tensions in the region. COMMENT: ‘The attack
on May 19 underlines the standing threat of IDF in Baghdad, especially at times of heightened tensions, and calls
for close monitoring of the situation and heightened vigilance. The above comments suggest that the act was not
authorized by the main factions and corroborate the assessment that a minor, rogue faction rather than any of the
main PMU groups was most likely behind the attack. A previously unknown group called Operations of Shahid Ali
al-Mansour claimed responsibility for the attack on social media, claiming it was carried out in response to
President Trump’s decision to release Michael Behenna, a US serviceman convicted of killing an Iraqi prisoner in
2008. Most analysts have discounted the claim and the ISF have not confirmed attribution for the attack. The
launch of a single, apparently misguided rocket without casualties or damage, is further suggestive of limitations
in capability, fitting a minor faction. The timing of the attack, at approximately 20:30hrs when the Ramadan fast is
broken, also suggests an attempt to minimize exposure, potentially indicating that the assailants did not enjoy local
cover. Conversely, an attempt to deliberately provoke or deter the US by one of the major Iran-aligned factions
would likely have involved more sophisticated weaponry in order to send a stronger political message. The
comments above can be read as an attempt from the main factions to defuse given current tensions which reduces
the outlook for further escalation. Meanwhile, the US state department (DoS) also appeared to tone down its
rhetoric; in a statement to the media, a DoS spokesperson described the attack as ‘low-grade’ and emphasised
that it fell below the threshold that required a military response. The statement added that the US is working
closely with the Iraqi government to investigate the incident.’ COMMENT ENDS
US to send additional troops to the Middle East
Acting Defence Secretary Patrick Shanahan announced the deployment of an additional 1.500 US troops to the
region in order to “counter the ongoing threat posed by Iranian forces.” The announcement was made after
President Trump approved the plans a day after he reportedly told journalists more troops were likely “not
needed”. Separately, the director of the Joint Staff, Rear Admiral Michael Gilday, said US intelligence strongly
suggested Iran were behind the attacks on oil tankers in the Persian Gulf earlier this month and that the attacks
were likely authorised by the highest level of Iranian leadership. ‘COMMENT: ‘There were no details released
about where the additional deployments would be made but the statement coincides with reports that the US have
increased their presence in Ein al-Assad airbase in Anbar province, prompting conspiratorial statements from local
PMU commanders and provincial officials that the US is plotting to attack PMU presence in the province. The
deployment of 1.500 is relatively small given the estimated 70.000 of US troops currently deployed across the
region and according to media reports the new deployment primarily include personnel manning missile defence
systems, aerial surveillance to spot threats and engineers to fortify defences. President Trump described the
deployments as ‘protective’ however it will likely be interpreted by Iran as another threatening move by the US in
the region.’ COMMENT ENDS
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US Senate confirms new ambassador to Iraq
The US Senate confirmed Matthew Tueller, President Trump’s nominee, as the new US Ambassador to Iraq, filling
a post that has been vacant since 2018. Tueller, who is a former ambassador to Yemen and held diplomatic
positions in Iraq between 2007 and 2008, advocated in his testimony before the Senate for more US engagement
in Iraq to combat the persistent threat from IS and to counter Iranian influence. “We must remain engaged to
ensure that Iraq can fend off the internal and external threats, including threats from Iran, to its sovereignty and its
territorial integrity.” Tueller has repeatedly accused Iran of seeking “to exploit divisions, weaken state institutions,
and foster extremism...cultivate irregular forces operating outside the full control of the government.” COMMENT:
‘Tueller is known for his hard-line views on Iran which have been evident over the course of his tenure as
Ambassador to Yemen and his role in negotiations between Saudi Arabia and the Houthi Rebels. His nomination
is consistent with President Trump’s strategy of increasing pressure on Iran and signals a desire to continue to
pursue this policy in Iraq. There have been no significant local reactions to Tueller’s nomination but his views on
Iran may spark new reactions from nationalist and Iran-aligned factions should these be expressed in public.’
COMMENT ENDS
Prime Minister Adel Abdul Mahdi made a short visit to Kuwait on May 22, meeting with the Kuwaiti speaker of
Parliament and a number of MPs. According to the official readout, the meeting focused exclusively on bilateral
ties with both sides pledging to deepen cooperation in a number of fields and continue to improve
relations. Reports ahead of the meeting suggested it was aimed to discuss regional tensions as part of indications
from Mahdi that Iraq would seek to ‘mediate’ between the US and Iran. A government spokesperson said ahead
of the visit that Mahdi will ‘discuss ways in which Kuwait and Iraq can foster regional stability.’ However, based
on open source reporting of the meeting, regional tensions do not appear to have been a main topic of discussion.
Separately, US Charge D’affaires Joey Hood said he was ‘unaware’ of any attempts by Iraq to ‘mediate’ between
the US and Iran but emphasised the importance of communication with Iran in order to defuse tensions.
COMMENT: ‘In a press conference earlier this week, PM Mahdi hinted that delegations will be sent to Washington
and Tehran, in an effort to ‘halt tensions’ between the two sides in what has been falsely interpreted as an Iraqi
effort to ‘mediate’ (according to media reports, Mahdi explicitly said the purpose of the visit is ‘not to
mediate’). However, political reactions appear to have been divided; in a meeting on May 22, Speaker Halbusi
and Hikma Front leader Ammar al-Hakim reportedly stressed the positive role Iraq can play as ‘mediator’ to defuse
tensions however the leaders of several political blocs in Parliament have called on Iraq to stay out. Mahdi may
now feel pressured additionally by Muqtada al-Sadr’s call for nationwide protests on May 24 which will explicitly
call on Iraq to stay out of regional disputes. In this context, the apparent focus of Mahdi’s Kuwait meeting on
bilateral ties rather than regional politics may signal reluctance on part of Mahdi to get involved.’ COMMENT ENDS
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WEEKLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT
Countrywide Military/Security Situation
Northern Provinces

An intensification in IS activity was observed in the northern region over the week with multiple attacks recorded
in areas typically characterised by IS activity such as southern Nineveh, northern Salah al-Din, southwestern
Kirkuk and the Diyala River Valley. There were no large-scale incidents reported in the main cities and the vast
majority of attacks involved hit and run operations targeting ISF in less populated areas. In Nineveh province, a
motorcycle IED in Mosul on May 18 wounded three people and was nearly identical to a previous attack near
Mosul University earlier this month but the low casualty rate underlines limitations in IS’ capability to carry out
mass-casualty operations in the main cities. In response, ISF launched a series of security operations
concentrating on areas south of Mosul City where a string of terrorism-related arrests were reported during the
week.
An increase in attacks was also observed in Salah al-Din province where IS carried out multiple attacks towards
the end of the week targeting the northern areas. Notably, OPF and PMU forces repulsed an attack on Alas oilfield;
the clashes were described as ‘heavy’ and according to local reports two OPF were killed and four other wounded.
Hit and run attacks were similarly observed during the week in Kirkuk province, as usual targeting Hawijah district
and areas adjacent to the Hamrin Mountains in the south. There were no major activity reported in Kirkuk City
however. In line with long-standing trends, The Diyala River Valley between Baqubah and Muqdadiyah continue
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to experience high levels of activity with multiple low-level attacks recorded on a near daily basis this week. Several
mortar shells also impacted in Ka’anan district, south of Baqubah, injuring one civilian.
An increase in fire incidents reported on farms and agricultural areas in the northern provinces during May remain
subject to conflicting accounts from local officials, farmers and government ministries. Local farmers and officials
have variously blamed ‘IS militants’ and ‘unknown saboteurs’ of being behind the burnings which appear deliberate
and have been reported from mid-May onwards in all provinces of the northern region, including Diyala, Kirkuk,
Salah al-Din and Nineveh. The vast majority appear to have taken place within the disputed areas, with local
Kurdish farmer claiming to be deliberately targeted. On May 22 and 23, additional fires were reported in Qarrah
Tappah and Tuz Khourmatu, with local officials again issuing conflicting statements regarding attribution for the
incident. Multiple Kurdish media reports have attributed the fires to IS militants, prompting concerns of a new
insurgent tactic to target food production.
Local farmers have raised concerns about the perceived slow response by the ISF to protect these areas, partially
as a result of an existing security vacuum in disputed areas. The Ministry of Agriculture has not directly addressed
the concerns but in an earlier statement made a vague reference to ‘controlled burns’ being carried out in Najaf
and Diwaniyah, while adding that ‘these agricultural practices are not considered sabotage’. In response, the
parliamentary agricultural committee rebuked the statement and said the fires in northern Iraq were ‘obvious acts
of sabotage and terrorism’, but without explicitly blaming IS.’ A PMU spokesperson in Kirkuk, Ali al-Husseini, said
the PMU are in the process of developing a plan to safeguard agricultural areas between Tuz Khourmatu and
Daquq. Husseini added that IS militants are behind a string of recent fires in these areas to target food production
and to sabotage government plans for ‘self-sufficiency’. He did not specify any details of the new plan to safeguard
the fields but an increased PMU deployment in these areas can be expected in the coming days.
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Anbar Province

In western Anbar, a car bomb detonated in Qaim district, on May 23, killing two and injuring five civilians according
to security officials. The explosion took place inside a garage in Karabla village and reportedly targeted Kataib
Hezbollah militia members. The explosion was reported in the evening, indicating intent to target Ramadan
festivities when local residents break the Ramadan fast and as such the attack is typical of IS. The low casualty
rate however may indicate that the involvement of a relatively low-yield device alternatively that the attack was
poorly timed. With the exception of the attack, activity in the province was subdued overall and reporting dominated
by ISF operations in the western desert areas. Coalition airstrikes were reported during the week in Rutbah district
and outside Kubaysa, in the mid-Euphrates Region, targeting IS cells who continue to roam with relative freedom
in these areas.
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Capital Region (Including Baghdad City)

‘Thousands’ gathered on Tahrir Square on May 24 following a call by Muqtada al-Sadr for nationwide protests
calling on Iraq to stay out of any regional disputes. The demonstration unfolded peacefully amidst an extensive
ISF presence. Muqtada al-Sadr did not appear before the protesters despite speculative reports ahead of the
demonstration that he would attend in person. Protest activity in the capital was otherwise subdued overall with
only minor gatherings reported in the central districts of Baghdad during the week. Apart from the IDF attack on
May 19, hostilities in the city was confined to areas characterised by high levels of violence such as New Baghdad,
Sadr City and Adhamiyah. As usual, most violent incidents were assessed to be related to personal and local
issues and not terrorism or political violence. Following the SVEST attack on May 09, the IS’ Ramadan campaign
has not resulted in any significant increase in terrorism-related activity in the capital.
Activity in the provincial areas was similarly subdued this week with only minor incidents reported in typically violent
areas. A short gunfight was reported between ISF and members of the personal security detail of two MPs in
Nahrawan district, east of Baghdad. No casualties were reported in the altercation which commenced after ISF
denied access to enter several truckloads of wheat belonging to the MPs into the district centre. The PM’s office
announced that an investigation has been launched into the incident.
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Southern Provinces

The most notable attack in the southern region occurred on May 24, when the Bashir 2 shopping mall in Najaf was
damaged in an RPG attack by armed men in a vehicle; there were no reported casualties. The attack took place
at dawn when there were no people attending the mall and the incident is most likely related to internal Sadrist
tensions given that the mall is owned by Jawad al Ger'awi, a senior Sadrist figure who recently split from the
movement after Sadr called upon to let go of his private business ventures. Separately, the 2nd PMU Brigade
(Imam al-Ali Brigades) announced that it will deploy additional forces in Najaf to safeguard the city ahead of the
commemoration of Imam Ali on May 26 when large numbers of Shia pilgrims will visit the Imam al-Ali shrine in
Najaf.
In Basra province, hostilities were driven as usual by tribal and local disputes. Heavy tribal clashes were reported
in the File-mile area of Basra city on the night of May 17; six individuals were subsequently arrested following ISF
intervention. A protest was also reported around mid-day on May 22 in front of the HQ of the Basra Oil Company
in Basra City. The demonstration was organised by oil graduates demanding employment opportunities and
according to reports ISF fired warning shots in the air to disperse the crowd. Several protesters were subsequently
arrested. Oil graduates have been gathering outside the building on a regular basis in recent months to demand
employment, but these gatherings have been peaceful. The events on May 22 have not triggered any major
reactions however they raise the outlook for further demonstrations outside the building in the coming days
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ACRONYM LIST
AII - Area of Intelligence Interest
AKA - Also Known As
AO - Area of Operations
APC - Armored Personnel Carrier
APIED - Anti-Personnel IED
AQ - Al-Qaeda
AT - Anti-Tank
ATGW - Anti Tank Guided Weapon
AVIED - Anti-Vehicle IED
BBIED - Body Borne IED
Bde - Brigade
Bn - Battalion
BXP - Border Crossing Point
CET - Convoy Escort Team
CLC - Concerned Local Citizens
CoP - Chief of Police
CP - Check Point
C-PERS - Captured Personnel
CPX - Complex Attack (attack using multiple weapon systems)
CQA - Close Quarter Assassination/Attack
DBS - Drive by Shooting
Div - Division
DoD - Department of Defense
DoS - Department of State
DoS - US Department of State
ECP - Entry Control Point
EFP - Explosively Formed Projectile
EOD - Explosive Ordinance Disposal (Bomb Squad)
ERW - Explosive Remnants of War
FoM - Freedom of Movement
GoI - Government of Iraq
HCN - Host Country National
HG - Hand Grenade
HME - Home Made Explosive
HMG - Heavy Machine Gun
HVT - High Value Target
IC - International Community
IDF - Indirect Fire (i.e.: rockets, mortars)
IDP - Internally Displaced Persons
IEC - Independent Electoral Commission
IED - Improvised Explosive Device
IM - International Military
IOC - International Oil Company
IRAM - Improvised Rocket Assisted Mortar
IRL - Improvised Rocket Launcher
IS - Islamic State
IVCP - Illegal Vehicle Check Point
IVO - In Vicinity Of
IZ - International Zone
KIA - Killed in Action
LN - Local National/Iraqi Civilian
MAIED - Magnetically attached IED (aka UVIED)
MIA - Missing in Action
MoD - Ministry of Defense
MoF - Ministry of Finance
MoFA - Ministry of Foreign Affairs
MoHE - Ministry of Higher Education
MoI - Ministry of Interior
MoJ - Ministry of Justice
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MoO - Ministry of Oil
MoT - Ministry of Transportation
MSR - Main Supply Route
NFDK - No Further Details Known
NGO - Non-Governmental Organization (aid/charity)
NSTR - Nothing Significant To Report
OCG - Organized Crime Group
OPF - Oil Protection Force
PAX - Person, Persons or Passenger
PBIED - Person-Borne Improvised Explosive Device (UN
Term)
PMF – Popular Mobilisation Forces
PoI - Point of Impact (for IDF)
PoO - Point of Origin (for IDF)
PSAF - Precision Small Arms Fire
PSC - Private Security Company
PSD - Private Security Detail
RCIED - Remote-Controlled IED
RPG - Rocket Propelled Grenade
RTA - Road Traffic Accident
SAF - Small Arms Fire
SAFIRE - Surface to Air FIRE
SF - Special Forces
SVBIED - Suicide Vehicle Borne IED
SVEST - Suicide Explosive Worn Vest
TCN - Third Country National
TCP - Traffic Control Point
Technical - An improvised weapon-mounted pick-up truck
TTP - Tactics, Techniques and Practices
UVIED - Under Vehicle IED
UXO - Unexploded Ordnance
VBIED - Vehicle Borne IED
VCP - Vehicle Checkpoint
WIA - Wounded in Action
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GARDAWORLD INFORMATION SERVICES
From our management offices and field offices in strategic locations our constant monitoring of the high-risk
environments in which we work is conveyed through our range of .Xplored™ risk analysis reports. The reports
contain detailed updates, delivering current and relevant ground-truth information to assist both our personnel and
our clients in their decision-making.
Our wider risk management solutions provide members of the defense, diplomatic, development, oil & gas and
infrastructure sectors operating in potentially high-risk and complex environments with a comprehensive range of
risk analysis, intelligence, crisis response, and training services. These services are designed to provide clients
with the proactive capability to remain aware in potentially hostile environments and identify risks while
strengthening their reactive capacity in emergency situations.
Our current regular reporting geographies include: Nigeria, Mali, Libya, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen on a daily,
weekly, fortnightly, and monthly basis.
Through our constant monitoring and predictive threat analysis our Information Services team help you plan for,
manage, and respond to risks.
For more information on our .Xplored reports or for information about our special-to-task reports tailored to
individual client requirements, please contact us: or contact our regional representative iraq.ram@garda.com
(Mobile: +964 7823 783 972)
For more information on how our services can support your business in Iraq contact:
Daniel Matthews, Senior Director Iraq daniel.matthews@garda.com

GARDAWORLD
A global leader in comprehensive security and risk management
GardaWorld International Protective Services is the international security division of GardaWorld Security
Corporation, the world's largest privately owned security company with over 62,000 global staff.
We support clients in emerging, complex and high-risk markets around the world with static security, security
consulting, risk analysis and reporting, crisis management and business continuity, mobile security, close
protection, training and kidnap for ransom and extortion response solutions.
We work across multiple business sectors to provide protection and security for clients in the extractives,
aerospace and defense, critical infrastructure, government and diplomatic and development sectors to secure
employees, assets, and reputation so clients can focus solely on running daily operations and growing their
business.
Discover more about the markets we serve and to learn how our international security solutions can help you
contact us today: gwinfo@garda.com
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